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Ingredients

4 tbsp (1/2 stick) of salted butter
1 large (or 2 small) shallot(s), diced
1.5 lbs of chicken breast, diced into chunks
1 tbsp of crushed garlic
2 cups of chicken broth (I used 2 tsp of Chicken Better Than Bouillon + 2 cups of water)
2 cups of garlic broth (I used 2 tsp of Garlic Better Than Bouillon + 2 cups of water but you
can just use 4 cups of chicken broth total if you don’t have this)
Juice of 2 fresh lemons
1 lb (1 box) of mezze penne (this is like a mini penne and cooks GREAT in the Instant Pot
but you can use regular penne too)
1/3 cup of heavy cream or half & half
1 cup of grated Parmesan cheese, plus more for topping if desired
14 oz can of artichoke hearts, drained and ripped up (you can even use 2 cans if you want a
lot of them in there)
1/4 cup of capers, drained (try to use the smaller ones than larger ones)

If you want it vegetarian, use only garlic broth and leave out the chicken!

For meatier, more substantial artichokes, add them in AFTER pressure cooking when mixing in
the cream, parmesan and capers!

Instructions

1. Add the butter to the Instant Pot. Hit “Sauté” and “Adjust” so it’s on the “More” or “High”
setting and wait until the butter has melted and it bubbles

2. Add the shallots and cook for 2 minutes and then add the chicken and the garlic and cook
for another 2 minutes until the chicken is lightly pinkish-white in color (but not fully cooked).
(Note: You can also add in the artichoke hearts now but they will cook into virtually nothing
once pressure cooked so add them after pressure cooking if you want them more
substantial. OR, simply use 2 cans and add in one can now for soft hearts and add the other
one after pressure cooking for meatier hearts)

3. Add in the broth and lemon juice and stir together well
4. Pour in the pasta so it’s laying on top of the broth, gently smoothing and pushing it down

with a spatula so it’s submerged, but DO NOT stir it with the rest of the broth. (It’s okay if
some of the pasta is peaking above the water)

5. Secure the lid and hit “Manual” or “Pressure Cook” High Pressure for 6 minutes. Quick
release when done and give it all a good stir

6. Stir in the heavy cream, parmesan, artichoke hearts (if you didn’t before pressure cooking
OR even if you did and are using a second can) and capers until nice and combined (you
can leave the capers out and just top them off in individual bowls when serving if some
people aren’t into them for whatever reason)

7. Transfer to a serving bowl, plate it up and sprinkle any extra parmesan cheese and/or
capers if desired

http://pressureluckcooking.com/author/admin/
http://amzn.to/2r9Xqg6
https://www.soupsonline.com/p-5070-better-than-bouillon-roasted-garlic-base.aspx
http://amzn.to/2ynnWmM


8. Enjoy!
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